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Abstract

With the long construction period, the giant scope and complex technology, water conservancy and hydroelectric engineering construction has large investment. In the fully competitive water conservancy and hydropower project construction contracting market, it is almost impossible for a company to contract with a water conservancy and hydropower project independently. Therefore, water conservancy and hydropower project construction can be contracted by several construction companies together, to play each company's strengths, lower offer, improve project quality, shorten the construction period and win the competition. In this paper, we started from the definition of Joint Venture, summed up the forms of Joint Venture in water conservancy and hydropower engineering, proposed that the JV modes can be divided into domestic and international union, tight mode, half-tight mode, loose mode, incorporation and consortium. Furthermore, we analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of Joint Venture. Put forward that the JV can relieve the owner from interfacing administrative work, reduce risk of engineering, and raise the success rate of engineering contract, improve the correctness of price and increase the opportunity of project contracting. Learn from other members, enhance technology and management and make full use of idle resources.
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1. Introduction

Joint Venture mode (JV mode) is widely used in the international construction market, which is particularly suitable for large-scale engineering constructions [1][2]. Qinghua He quotes the classified statistic data of contract price in the New Hong Kong International Airport, and illustrates the universality of contracting large-scale projects with joint contract format in international market. He also proposes the selecting criteria for joint contract partners, analyzes the three basic formats of the contemporary internationally accepted joints are provided. Furthermore, he presents the analyses of the way to form the agreement before bidding, to compose the bid and quotation, to determine the contract agreement of joints [3]. Xiaoping Gou investigates the contractors of joint venture should bear the unlimited liability or limited liability, and also analyzes engineering insurance system [4]. Several international construction joint ventures (ICJVs) have failed achieving time, cost and quality targets because of lack of an appropriate risk assessment methodology. Therefore, a simplified decision support system (RAMSCO) is proposed that breaks down project risks into discrete phases systematically [5]. Constructors are facing, constantly, complicated problems occasioned by culture, frequent policy changes, and other related factors when conducting Joint Ventures (JVs) in Mainland China. Sung-Lin Hsueh et al. applied Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Utility Theory to develop a multi-criterion risk assessment model for construction pre-JVs stage and to integrate World Wide Web (WWW) and company Databases [6]. Gerhard Girmscheid, M.ASCE and Christian Brockmann proposed that trust is a mechanism that allows to reach goals efficiently within this setting. As a consequence, they can find a special form of trust in international construction joint ventures: necessitated general trust that is extended to everyone even without prior knowledge [7]. Xianbo Zhao et al. aims to assess the risks associated with the underground rail ICJVs in Singapore. To achieve this objective, a comprehensive literature review was carried out and a questionnaire survey was conducted with 33 contractors. With the help of this study, ICJV partners can identify the most critical risks and thus develop mitigation measures. Also, the findings from this study provide a comprehensive picture of risks for the companies that intend to participate in ICJVs in Singapore [8].

Most water conservancy and hydroelectric engineering constructions are cross-departmental and cross-sectoral, trans-regional national projects[9], such as the Three Gorges dam, Xiluodu, Xiangjiaba, Ertan, Xiaolangdi, etc, which had the problems including large scale, huge investment, difficult in construction, high technology, it is difficult to complete by a single company, thus the JV mode was used in most projects. Cases of using JV mode in domestic water conservancy and hydroelectric engineering constructions have been increasing year by year since the 1980’s. On August 19, 1993, a lot of water conservancy and hydroelectric enterprises came to the Three Gorges Project and considered how to do their best to meet the challenges, which made win-win co-operation of 378 born in domestic water and electricity construction enterprise. Some surveys showed that JV mode had been used in many cases in the
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world, not only the companies in America but also in Japan and Europe had increased by 30 times in the past decades. It can be accepted that the tendency will continue into 21st century.

2. Joint venture modes

JV is short for Joint Venture, originated from manufacturing industry, in which Joint venture is mainly to establish sub-companies and called Joint Enterprise or Partnership Business [10]. JV also had different names in construction industry, such as it was called Joint Venture or Consortium in Europe and America; Common enterprise in Japan; Joint contact, Joint manage or Short-term Joint in Taiwan.

Article 27 of the China Construction Law provides that the large-scale or complex engineering can be contracted by over two contractors; article 31 in the Bidding Law of China also shows that more than two legal entities or other organization can constitute a combo to bid as a bidder. Item 1, article 42 in the Measures for Tendering and Bidding for Engineering Construction Projects, and item 1, article 38 of the Measures for Bidding about Goods for Engineering Construction Projects set the similar provisions. These have clarified the definition of joint venture that is more than two legal persons or other organization which can implement accounting independently, undertake civil liability and engineering projects as well as make up a new combo to contract engineering projects as a contactor. If the combo wins the bidding when the projects are in the specific operation process, joint bidding will transform into joint venture.

3. Form of JV

JV develops from business activities. The form of JV also changes with different type, scale and other economic situation of engineering. In fact, each form of JV is based on the agreement of partners.

3.1 Classification by country of the partner companies

Joint venture can be classified into domestic union and international union by whether the joint companies come from a same country or not.

3.1.1 Domestic union

JV can be classified into domestic union and international union by whether the joint companies come from a same country or not.

Domestic union is such kind of JV that the joint companies come from the same country. In China, most domestic combos belong to this type. Such as the combo of 378 and Qingyun company who won the bidding in the construction of the Three Gorges Projects. The OTFF who took responsibility for the construction of Xiaolangdi Project in Yellow River composes of water conservancy and hydroelectric the First, Third, Fourth and Fourteenth engineering companies. Being successful in cable foundation and dam foundation (above 1 km elevation) excavating, supporting and related work on right bank of Xiaowan hydropower station was hydroelectric the Forth bureau associated with the Third bureau. It cost five hundred and seven million yuan to win the bidding on left bank of Xiaowan hydropower station in Yunnan was joint group of the Eighth bureau, the Seventh bureau and Gezhou Dam Group.

3.1.2 International union

International union is combined by companies from different countries, or by foreign companies and local ones. Such as the CGIC (China-German-Italian Combo) who won the bidding of Xiaolangdi Project in Yellow River, SGEJV who won the bidding of underground factory of Ertan, the China-Italy combo who contracted the dam building of Ertan. These are international joint.

3.2 Classification by the relationship between the contracted entities

Depending on the organization, internal economic relationship, JV can be classified into tight, half-tight, and loose modes.

3.2.1 Tight mode

In this mode, all partners share the investments, interests, risks, management together. Tight mode is a kind of legal person mode, who is a limited liability entity and is responsible for external civil affairs according to related law by all its’ owns or authorized management of property.

3.2.2 Half-tight mode

Depending on the nationality of the combined entity and the available laws, Half-tight Mode can be classified into international bidding combo of domestic engineering and domestic engineering combo.

3.2.3 Loose Mode

Loose Mode regards the joint contract as the only link, for the purpose of accomplishing their respective economic interest. According to the Contract Law, Architecture Law, and the Bidding Law, the members of combo should undertake joint responsibility. The loose mode combo only takes responsibility for the agreements instead of the law, nor joint responsibility.

3.3 Joint venture is classified into incorporation and consortium depending on the way of management

3.3.1. Incorporation

By all members co-invest to establish a new incorporation with legal personality who can contract a certain project, any resource needed will provided by the new incorporation, and there is no legal relationship between the new incorporation and its mother contractor, each mother company works independently from the influence of the new incorporation(e.g figure 1). This form is often dismissed after the project finished.

3.3.2. Consortium

i) Joint named

The partners sign their name on the contract and take joint responsibility for the owner (e.g figure2), all members have direct contractual relationship with the owner, also have equal status, that is to say they co-manage a project. In addition, because each of them takes responsibility respectively during the operation of projects, so lack of
uniformity in the implementation of business which results in inconsistent things.

As for the owner, if it was separated to several bidders due to the technical difficulties or scale, the owner have to be in charge of interfacial integration himself or entrust an agent after separating, that is to say the management difficulties will increase for the owner. If the owner allows the contractor to joint contract, the technicality and diversity of JV will increase after proper combination, thus the owner could reduce the quantity of project and management work. Delivering the interfacial administrative work to co-contractor. Owing to the owner just needs to manage joint body, which lowers the risk of management. At the same time, co-contractors can combine freely, complement with each other, coordinate work independently, and reduce the engineering dispute. Each member takes joint responsibility for the owner, in case of the joint companies go bankrupt or happen other important event that result in being unable to keep the appointment, other members find another contractor who has the qualification in common to share the rights and obligations depending on the terms of contract. The owner can lower the risk of engineering which the contractor can’t keep the appointment. For the large engineering projects, because of the complex technology, long construction period and construction difficulty, in general, a single professional construction enterprise has difficulty in completing a project. JV mode combines more than two enterprises with complementary advantage to bid, which will improve competitive power of the bidding enterprise, and make more enterprise participate in bidding, thereby will increase the success rate of engineering contract.

4. The advantages and disadvantages of joint venture

4.1 Advantages of joint venture

4.1.1 Joint venture can relieve the owner from interfacial administrative work, reduce risk of engineering, and increase the success rate of engineering contract

As for the owner, if it was separated to several bidders due to the technical difficulties or scale, the owner have to be in charge of interfacial integration himself or entrust an agent after separating, that is to say the management difficulties will increase for the owner. If the owner allows the contractor to joint contract, the technicality and diversity of JV will increase after proper combination, thus the owner could reduce the quantity of project and management work. Delivering the interfacial administrative work to co-contractor. Owing to the owner just needs to manage joint body, which lowers the risk of management. At the same time, co-contractors can combine freely, complement with each other, coordinate work independently, and reduce the engineering dispute. Each member takes joint responsibility for the owner, in case of the joint companies go bankrupt or happen other important event that result in being unable to keep the appointment, other members find another contractor who has the qualification in common to share the rights and obligations depending on the terms of contract. The owner can lower the risk of engineering which the contractor can’t keep the appointment. For the large engineering projects, because of the complex technology, long construction period and construction difficulty, in general, a single professional construction enterprise has difficulty in completing a project. JV mode combines more than two enterprises with complementary advantage to bid, which will improve competitive power of the bidding enterprise, and make more enterprise participate in bidding, thereby will increase the success rate of engineering contract.
adopted when the contractors are short of finance or performance, and by prequalification to increase the chance to contract.

iii) Learning from other members, enhancing technology and management

Owing to engineering construction often need new processes and technologies, which contractors can learn advanced technology and management from other members in the construction through joint venture mode, especially in the international projects, the member companies can learn new technology and process from the foreign contractors, thereby enhance the domestic contractors’ technical level and management level.

iv) Making full use of idle resources

When a contractor has excess or idle construction equipment or resources, which are of benefit to engineering construction, these could be used as a part of the financial contribution, and undertake the engineering with other contractors.

4.2. Disadvantages of joint venture

4.2.1. False agreement

In the joint venture, some enterprises sign the false agreement in order to obtain the project in competition. If the false union wins the bidding, it will bring a lot of risks for the project management, even be unable to finish the projects.

4.2.2. Increasing the workload in checking qualification

According to Joint venture form to bid a project, a bid needs to check many enterprises in qualification, namely every member’s qualification must be checked, which will increase the job of checking.

4.2.3. Difficulties in cooperation

In joint venture mode of water conservancy and hydroelectric engineering, because the members have different abilities and are easy to contain with each other, every member has more difficulty in reaching agreement. What’s more, JV is a temporary organization, which makes it hard to promote the construction efficiency. Some members also worry that the day of success is the time of disintegration, which increase more difficulties in cooperation.

5. Conclusions

Joint venture mode is widely used in the world, especially after Chinese construction market opened to the international contractors. In the circumstance of a globalize market, the competition of domestic construction market become even fiercer due to the participation of foreign contractors, the water conservancy and hydroelectric enterprise will have more advantages through JV mode. At the same time, domestic enterprises also shall go abroad and seek projects and look for new development space from the international market through combining with local contractors.
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